
Jessica in The Rainbow PIANO STUDIO 

Fun Facts & Info Packet 

 

Hello!  Thanks so much for your interest in piano lessons for your child!! I’ve put together this little 

packet of info and policies, in order for you to get to know me better, but also to make sure we’re on 

the same page for lessons, so to speak (expectations, teaching philosophy, etc).  Above all else, I believe 

in being flexible and adaptable as a teacher, as each student and family has such different needs.  Please 

don’t hesitate to speak with me about any concerns or questions you have after reading this contract, or 

as lessons progress! 

ABOUT THE TEACHER 

 I have been teaching private piano lessons since 2003, originally in Chicago.  I began teaching 

full-time in 2006, with a roster of 30 full time students and held yearly recitals, and was one of the most 

highly referred teachers in the company who contracted me.  This was mainly for my unique adaptable 

approach, and ability to work with many different types of learning styles (i.e. more right-brained 

students, kids with performance anxiety or ADHD, kids who had quit lessons with another more 

structured teacher, and ones with a variety of other unique qualities!)  I also have developed a fairly 

intuitive system for integrating fun music into the students’ progress, including pop/rock sheet music, 

learning to play by ear, chord-based theory and how to read lead sheets (i.e. printable online at any 

lyric/chord website for every famous song imaginable – the most comprehensive one being 

tabs.ultimate-guitar.com), and more (sometimes even songwriting,  if the child shows an interest).  I 

believe in mixing this approach with standard lesson books and basic simple classical songs (or more 

advanced ones!), as this is the best way to develop skills and find out a student’s strengths and 

interests!   

As a performer and songwriter, I have written hundreds (thousands?) of songs since childhood, 

and won multiple statewide songwriting awards in the 90s and was honored with school-wide 

assemblies for my original songs.  During this time I also studied flute and piano classically, and won 

many competitions including first prize in the Chopin Competition and third place in the Kiwanis 

scholarship competition (both for piano), in addition to many top ratings in district and state Solo & 

Ensemble for piano and flute.  I was accepted into the very competitive Lawrence University and 

Conservatory of Music as a Piano Performance major, for which I also received the 5-year double-degree 

Presidential Scholarship of $7,500/year, in addition to an IDEA Fellowship, a grant awarded to students 

with unique talents and interests, which funded a semester abroad in London to study the arts.  During 

my time at Lawrence, I ended up with two majors and a minor, which led to the writing of a musical to 

fulfill my honors thesis in all my departments (Music, Theatre/Dramatic Literature, and English).  I then 

applied and was accepted to the Graduate Musical Theatre Writing MFA Program at Tisch School of the 

Arts at New York University, receiving a partial scholarship, and studied and gained lots of performing 

experience as a Music Director & Pianist for many vocal programs and shows in NYC.  Highlights include 



understudying as the MD/pianist for “Hello Muddah, Hello Fadduh” on Off-Broadway, and serving as 

Music Director/Pianist for the Off-off Broadway Revue show “Sex the Musical” (which included teaching 

the now-famous-on-Broadway Sebastian Arcelus, who played Roger in Rent and Buddy the Elf on 

Broadway).  After grad school, I settled in Chicago and began a long career of music directing, 

accompanying, and piano teaching.  It was there that I met the writers of “Were the World Mine” and 

began a musical collaboration on that award-winning movie musical (released in 2008, winner of Best 

Music in the Nashville Film Fest, and 16 other awards, including many “Audience Favorite” awards – 

available on Netflix, Hulu, and more).   The music was given glowing reviews in many publications, 

including Variety, The New York Times, Chicago Tribune, The Village Voice, and more. 

My truest love, however, is being an independent creative person  – in other words, using all 

these skills I’ve gained towards the end of creating my own songs and producing/performing them.  

While living and working in Chicago, I released two albums.  My first studio album “Du Bist Einen Fogle!” 

(2010) was produced by Ethan Stoller (best known for his work with The Wachowski Brothers, in 2015 as 

Music Editor for the Netflix series “Sense8”), and later I re-released a mastered version of a partly-live 

album “Melancholy Frog” (2011, originally released/unmastered 2007) with producer Garrett Lane.  

During my years in Chicago, I developed a local following as a singer/songwriter, was a staple at small 

music venues such as Gallery Cabaret and The Orphanage, received radio airplay on WXRT, and 

performed all over the city including opening for Cheer-Accident at The Hideout (regular performance 

venue of Andrew Bird).    

 
After moving to beautiful West Michigan in 2012, I started performing as “Jessica in The 

Rainbow” to relieve my own awkwardness with promoting myself (which is not one of my natural 

talents), and to acknowledge some of my beliefs about life and the purpose of existence (being 

connected, accepting differences, being yourself ) AND that reflects my love of rainbow-themed 80s 

cartoons (i.e. Care Bears, Rainbow Brite, etc).  “Catalysts” - my first album as JiTR – was released in 

November 2014, and includes cello, banjo-ukelele, and guest harmonies, in addition to my usual piano, 

alto vocals, and ambient sounds.  It was recorded partly in my brother’s home studio in Minnesota, and 

also with Ian Gorman of La Luna Recording & Sound, and was nominated for 3 Jammies by 88.1 WXRT 

out of Grand Rapids, including “Best Album by a New Artist,” “Album of the Year,” and “Best Jazz 

Album” (for which it was a finalist, despite not being “jazz”, though it has some jazz-folk elements  – I’ve 

been told I am difficult to classify).   I recently completed the groundwork for my next album, again in 

Minnesota – it contains 8 piano/vocal songs, and is currently being orchestrated by Elisabeth Blair 

(elisabethblair.net), a MFA in Music Composition student at Western Michigan University (with her own 

incredible solo music too! she is a friend of mine from Chicago ), and will likely be released in 2017.   

I’ve been performing a lot the past year – at cool places like Shorts Brewing (Bellaire), Blackbird 

Arts (Traverse City), Lantern Coffee Bar & Lounge (GR), LadyFest at The Pyramid Scheme(GR), Coffee 

Shop NE (Minneapolis), Uncommon Ground (Chicago), Thymme Jones House Shows! and The Store 

(Chicago), Walk the Beat (GH), ArtPrize (GR), and the amazing Lamp Light Music Festival (Eastown, GR), 

which included a feature in Local Spins for being one of “Five Acts to Catch” 



(http://localspins.com/lamp-light-music-festival-set-for-incredibly-spirited-weekend-of-intimate-house-

concerts/).  In addition, I was also recently an “Emerging Songwriter” Artist Resident at the Crosshatch  

Hill House in Northern Michigan, where I created dozens of new songs, and will have songs featured in 

the next publication of ‘Paramanu Pentaquark’.  Overall, despite doing fairly well in NYC and Chicago, 

Michigan has actually been a better fit for me as a singer-songwriter – the music scene is smaller here, 

which helps me be bolder and more true to myself, and I’m madly in love with the beautiful nature and 

cozy culture here (specifically Grand Haven, which I’ve been calling my “adopted hometown” for years) 

– so it has been a great combination for my personality   

Note: I’ve been known to help young people break into the industry, if that is a dream of theirs - 

either by helping them as a singer/songwriter, or in rare cases having them on my albums or perform in 

shows with me, or open for me with their solo songs  (if that is an interest of theirs!) I love being a 

catalyst for other people’s talents and dreams, and would love to help your creative child discover their 

specific passions and talents, whether they are similar in any way to my own, or not! 

And just FYI – almost all of these performances happen on evenings/weekends and don’t 

conflict with lessons  The first conflict I’ve had in ages was my Northern Michigan 2-week residency – 

and students were happy to take one week off (after being assigned a little extra) and find a different 

lesson time for the other week.  AND of course they were excited for me as well, as it’s a huge honor 

here in Michigan – and a very competitive program.  I will talk more about scheduling later, but just FYI, I 

put consistency of lesson scheduling ahead of most things in my life, and make every effort possible to 

keep my songwriting career from conflicting with your child’s progress in piano, as both things are very 

important to me!  

 

LESSON SCHEDULES 

 I currently teach piano lessons on Monday and Tuesdays in Norton Shores (which is limited to 

the students within the Mona Shores school district – K-12).  Wednesdays and Thursdays are my time in 

Grand Haven & Spring Lake.  There are currently spots available in both locations, because I just left my 

3 ½ year full-time accompanying job at Mona Shores High School (i was the accompanist for America’s 

Tallest Singing Christmas Tree until very recently ) so now is a great time to be scheduling lessons with 

me, as I have more flexibility than I’ve ever had – so never hesitate to let me know if your time isn’t 

working for you.  After a few years of teaching full time in Chicago, my schedule became intense (down 

to the minute), so that may not be possible in the future – but even so, you never know who may be 

willing to swap times with you, if for instance your child has a sports conflict for a particular season.  

Also, I welcome referrals at all times!  Even if I just have a conversation with them – some people would 

prefer to be on a waiting list with me until I have an opening, so I welcome your recommendations for 

kids /families you think would be a good fit for my approach! 

Like any traditional teacher, every student has a regular weekly time - however I am very 

enthusiastic as a teacher, and if a student is finishing up a difficult concept at the end of their lesson, I 

may extend a few minutes.  Because of this, I ask that you only sign up for a time where you can be a 



little flexible with your start time - by up to 15 minutes.  I almost never end early, so think of it as a few 

free minutes here and there (if I’m staying late regularly with your child, however, I may suggest a 

different approach or a longer lesson– some people do best with 45 minute, or even 1 hour lessons, due 

to their enthusiasm, questions, or learning style!)   Overall, I’ve found I teach the best when I am not 

worried about being 100% perfect with timing - and it allows for hellos, goodbyes, and little 

conversations (a few minutes here or there) about progress – which can be very important and helpful! 

(for both me and you ) 

And YES I do teach YEAR-ROUND! (note: sadly, I am unable to hold permanent lesson spots for 

students wishing to take lessons only during the school year – if there is room in my schedule in the fall 

after you’ve taken a summer off, I will happily add you back into the schedule, although you will lose 

your time spot most likely and may need to be flexible with times – ultimately it is because I need to 

earn a year-round income as a freelance musician and teacher, but also I deeply value consistent 

learning with no more than a few weeks off at any given time throughout the year)  

 

LESSON PAYMENTS 

 Lessons with me are $25/30-minutes, both at the high school and with in-your-home lessons in 

the Grand Haven/Spring Lake area* (within about a 10-15 minute drive of downtown Grand Haven). 

Additionally, I offer longer lesson options, usually for more advanced students: $35 per 45-minute 

lesson, and $45 per 60-minute lesson… although some younger and more creative beginners have 

LOVED 45-minute lessons with me, as a way to do both approaches to piano (structured and creative).  If 

you have the means to do this, I am more than happy to consider it! 

*Regarding Grand Haven/Spring Lake – COMING SOON: there will be a price increase for in-

home lessons only (studio lessons will stay the same rate), once I am able to offer a home base for 

lessons here.  I am planning to move into Third Coast Music (formerly Chrysler Studios, run by the 

legendary Bill Chrysler – sound man of John Mayer, The Grateful Dead, Paul McCartney and more) in 

Grand Haven, MI – 1447 W. Washington - once it opens its performing arts wing for lessons and 

rehearsals.  His goal for building completion is currently sometime this fall (however it keeps changing – 

so I will keep you posted )– so all in-home students would have the option to become studio students 

for the same rate (if that interests you, please disregard this paragraph ).  If you want to continue with 

in-home lessons even after a studio option is available, a schedule change may be necessary and there 

would be an additional travel surcharge (depending how far you are from the studio – no less than 

$5/household per week, but possibly a bit more if you live further than 5 minutes away, as I would be 

losing teaching time to travel to you while also paying rent for a studio space… )  However I am more 

than happy to continue to travel, if you are willing and able to pay the increase, and if we can find a time 

that works in both our schedules   

The preferred method of payment is MONTHLY, either cash or check at the first lesson of the 

month, made out to Jessica Fogle, for the cost of the number of lessons in the month (basically you 

check the calendar, and pay for the number of lessons possible in that month – usually 4, but on the rare 



occasion there are 5 – this usually balances out if one of us takes a rare vacation that is too difficult to 

makeup the lesson for, leaving a month or two with only 3 lessons).   Regarding holidays, usually I will 

send an email a few weeks in advance with an offer to reschedule any lesson that falls on a holiday – 

please plan to pay for the week, as in most cases it is easy for us to find a different lesson time for that 

week!  Also I do not send invoices, since it is roughly the same payment amount every month, but I do 

keep careful track of payments in my personal ledger – still I greatly appreciate families who pay on time 

and keep track of amounts paid/owed.  It allows me to focus more on the teaching than on 

administrating a studio.  But if at any time you lose track or need an update on lessons paid for vs 

lessons owed, please don’t hesitate to ask! 

 

CANCELLATIONS 

If you are ever unable to have your lesson for the week, I ask that you give AT LEAST 48 hours 

notice, and I will give you a makeup lesson credit.  This is so I can schedule other uses for the time, or in 

some rare cases, even ask the student prior or after you if they would like to move into your timeslot for 

that evening (i.e. if you are 2nd in the schedule, or 2nd to last, for instance).  Since it is inconvenient for 

other families to move their times (so I rarely ask), and impractical for me to sit with unused timeslots in 

my schedule, I ask that you please only cancel if absolutely necessary.  While I am very flexible in my 

teaching approach to lessons, I have learned that I cannot be too accommodating with rescheduling 

lessons – as it creates a chaotic studio for everyone, and makes it difficult for me to plan and enjoy the 

other sides of my life, including as a professional songwriter (which is why I cannot just reschedule 

lessons any time I’m free – I need to have “off hours” in order to balance everything I am involved in, 

both creatively and personally, which ultimately makes me a much better teacher!).   Additionally, if you 

are unable to give the 48-hours notice, and it is not a cancellation for illness (which I am always willing 

to reschedule despite shorter notice), I would ask that you please still pay for the lesson as a courtesy to 

me for holding this year-round timeslot for you.   

Very late payments and problems with too many cancellations are the only reason I have ever 

had to let go of students (with warning and discussion first of course) – as I sadly cannot afford to run a 

studio without a consistent schedule and income.  I actually love flexibility, philosophically speaking (and 

as a basic kindness), and wish I could be more flexible financially – but at this point in my life, I am not 

able to do so*.  I appreciate your adherence to these policies – it is very important to my ability to 

support myself as a freelance piano teacher in as stress-free a way as possible!    

*For income reasons…which is why I cannot accept unpaid cancellations at this time, except in 

rare cases or extreme situations.  My time as a freelance musician is extremely valuable to me, and I 

work very hard to not fall into the “starving artist” category (considering my $65,000 remaining in 

student loans for musical education– it is always a real possibility).  Since I will be providing you with a 

standing appointment every week, I hope you understand that I need to be able to depend on and 

calculate a budget.  If you are unable to afford the cost of year-round lessons, I will not take it personally 

if you need to consider another teacher who has a more flexible approach financially-speaking!!  



 

MAKE-UP LESSONS 

When you need to cancel your lesson, and have done so with 48-hours notice,* I will offer you a 

make-up lesson credit.  (*Illness is different – please just cancel before noon if possible, at the absolute 

latest, to be sure I don’t miss your call/email, on the day of the lesson – I usually will be unable to use the 

time in any other way in such cases, but I understand that we can’t plan for illness 48-hours in advance!  

But please note: I have a pretty good immune system, so if the child is wanting the lesson, and it’s not a 

severe illness, I’m happy to still teach them at your discretion – in fact I often prefer it, as most kids don’t 

like the feeling of getting behind on songs, and having nothing new to practice for an extra week). 

Make-up lessons will be offered in a few different ways, and I try to be as flexible as possible 

with this.  The ideal scenario is that your lesson time works great for you and your family, and you rarely 

need to cancel   The next best situation, is one where I can easily add your lesson to the following or 

previous night (i.e. at the end of that evenings’ teaching schedule – or maybe before, if your school gets 

out before my first student… i.e. Mon/Tues in Norton Shores, and Wed/Thur in Grand Haven/Spring 

Lake…potentially I could even teach a GH/SL student on a Mon/Tues on my way home as well).   

However, if there is a particular month with a lot of cancellations, I will offer a special “makeup 

lesson day” for that month - on a day that fits in with my performing/personal schedule (most likely a 

Friday afterschool, but maybe a Saturday morning/afternoon if that doesn’t work for you).  Basically if 

you are the first or only family to cancel that month, and the simpler “add on to my current teaching 

days” doesn’t work for you - we can compare schedules for the Friday/Sat idea, and pick the “makeup 

lesson day” together (one that works for both of us).  If a few people have cancelled for that month 

already, and the Friday or Saturday make-up lesson day for that month is already set, I’ll let you know 

what the date is, and hopefully it works for you!  If not, you can carry the credit over to the next month 

(and in that case, you will likely be first to choose the makeup date for that month).   

In some cases, none of these options may not work for you, due to an intensely busy time in 

your life or big vacation, and am happy to discuss other options in those rare cases (i.e. extending your 

child’s lesson by 5-10 minutes per week until the makeup lesson credit is paid, OR if another cancellation 

comes up from another student, I could try to let you know their time and fit you into it; having a second 

“fun” lesson on a given upcoming week, where I teach your child a whole different style, a pop song or 

chord theory so they can compose, etc, i.e. mixing it up so they don’t feel they have to “perform” for me 

twice in one week  – or as I mentioned, in extreme situations if nothing works in our schedules, I may 

waive payment for that week).   

Overall, I’ve found that the BEST solution is for me to work with families who can be mostly 

available year-round at a regular time - but to not stress about it if something comes up in rare cases – I 

love communicating with people, and solving problems, and part of the reason I switched to teaching 

full-time and working for myself is so that I could be more flexible, in both my personal and creative life, 

but also in terms of how I run a business.   As long as there is trust and basic respect of each other, I’ve 

found that with any unique situations, we usually find a way to work them out, no problem! 



*The only exception to this is again based on income – if it is financially not a problem for you to 

pay for your standing weekly lesson, even if your family gets very busy and needs to cancel up to once or 

twice a month, and you are willing to waive some of your make-up lessons when we are not able to 

manage them, then I am willing to consider that.  If they are waived, then I am only affected 

pedagogically by frequent cancellations, and I am happy to try to adapt to that! (and would let you know 

if it was becoming too frequent, so as to be disruptive to the flow of your child’s learning and progress).  I 

know some families are very busy juggling many things, so I want to make lessons work for you in every 

way I possibly can – if looking at payments more like “tuition” during such a phase is helpful for you, and 

you are able to afford this approach to keep me as your child’s teacher, then I’m more than happy to 

accommodate it!   

 

MUSIC ASSIGNMENTS 

 Every student should have a basic notebook that is designated for piano, in which I will write 

them notes, doodles, anything that comes up in the lesson that I feel needs to be highlighted.  

Sometimes I will meticulously write out all songs and page numbers assigned.  Other times we will be so 

active in the lesson with hands-on training that I will hurriedly write out a quick list of things before we 

finish.  I always prioritize talking to the student over taking a few minutes of their lesson to write.  For 

this reason, please never hesitate to ask your child if you ever have questions about what they should be 

practicing, and if they are unclear or don’t remember, and my notes are not 100% clear that week, 

please do not hesitate to contact me!  I have a pretty good memory for most assignments    

In addition, most students will have a variety of books to practice out of, over time – a 

technique book or scale book, a lesson book, a “fun” book, and sometimes more.* Not to mention 

printed lyric sheets and handwritten songs in notebooks when requested or time allows (or if I detect 

they are struggling with formal sheet music, I may implement a more right-brained approach for awhile 

to foster interest and a sense of accomplishment, or even just for fun, like if they tell me their favorite 

song or want to play music for a holiday, for instance).  Many times students give up on piano or get 

bored because lessons plow forward without acknowledging discouragement, frustration, or boredom.  I 

always try my very best to adapt to students ever-evolving interest level, while still keeping them on 

track as best I can for regular progress.  I do understand, however, that life gets busy – and I am 

comfortable with phases of slower progress due to lessened practice (i.e. busy school schedule in spring, 

or holidays, for instance) so long as the parents are comfortable with my ability to adapt to this (rather 

than fight against it with the student, which often leads to wanting to quit, in my opinion).  Please speak 

with me, however, at any time if you are concerned about your child’s progress.  Or just curious!  I’m 

happy to give candid opinions of where I think they are at, in terms of practice habits, skills, talents, 

interests, etc. 

*I do not always focus on everything every week (i.e. scales, method books, classical, pop songs, 

songwriting), as it makes the pace of a lesson very intense to most kids (a few minutes on each warm up 

or song, before moving on).  Usually I use my instincts about how to weave it all together, and if we ever 



focus more on one thing for a particular week or month, we usually sway the other way soon after.  The 

only exception to this, is if there is a severe lack of interest in one area (or source of discouragement – 

then I may try other approaches more intentionally ).  I am always happy to write with you about 

where they are at, FYI! Ask me questions anytime! 

 

BOOKS 

 In your first lesson, whether the child is brand-new to lessons or a transfer student, I will talk 

with them about interests, and (if applicable) listen to them play, and from this I should be able to 

assess which approach will work best.  This can range from which method book series (I tend to use 

Faber the most, but in rare cases I may choose Alfred or Bastien), as each focuses on certain learning 

styles differently, and whether or not to start right away with supplemental and technique books or to 

wait to see how they do with a basic lesson book.  Some students want to start right away 

supplementing with chord/lead sheets printed at home on “fun songs”.  I will detail everything needed 

in their first lesson, including a list of what books to buy between the 1st and 2nd lesson.  These can be 

purchased at Meyer Music or online at Amazon.com.  If it takes awhile for them to be in stock or come 

in the mail, I can easily do a 2nd lesson with handwritten songs and theory basics, so don’t worry!   

As time progresses, they will continually need the next level up in books, in addition to other 

material that I’ve deemed is right for them.  Most books are less than $7 each, and last a few months 

each (or more!).  If the cost of books recommended is ever a problem for you, please let me know and I 

can easily alter my approach!  And as always, email anytime for help or clarification (handwriting 

related, or books you can’t find, or how to find songs online).   

 

PRACTICE 

 Like a good piano teacher, I will tell you that the BEST approach to practice is almost every day 

(1-2 days off at most per week works great for most people).  Practice length should be about the same 

amount of time as your lesson length, except beginners (i.e. about 15-20 minutes a day is fine for 

beginners, progressing to 30 minutes a day through the intermediate level, and then when reaching late 

intermediate both your lessons and practice time should increase to at least 45 minutes a day).  I was 

encouraged to do this during my entire piano study, and while frustrating at times, it is likely a huge part 

of my success and why I was accepted to a competitive music conservatory at 18.   

On the other hand, many people want to learn piano for reasons other than to become a 

professional musician.  I deeply understand and support that!  I have had students who practice 10 

minutes a day, 2-3x/week, and still made progress in their own way! (and loved the process)  So I never 

push set practice times on my students, I just try to be honest about which approach produces which 

results.  If you want your child to love piano, and have fun, and don’t mind whatever pace they take, 

then I am more than happy to teach with that in mind.  Many teachers will not, as students are a 



reflection of the teacher (which doesn’t concern me in the slightest – I’m honored to teach to a wide 

variety of needs).   

I deeply believe that the point of piano study is varied and complex – and that learning an 

instrument is beneficial to academics and basic intelligence in so many ways.  So I would never want to 

imply that it is “my way or the highway!”  As long as you are happy having me in your home, or coming 

to my studio, and serving as a musical mentor for your child (and sometimes a “life mentor”, i.e. for 

performance anxiety, facing fears, overcoming obstacles, achieving goals, figuring out skills and talents 

and preferences and ways of learning, etc ), and as long as we both see it as beneficial for them in 

some way and they are making some sort of progress, however unique, then I am happy to continue as 

your teacher!  Even if their practice lapses to once a week, or they have phases of disinterest, I will still 

stand by a student as long as the family finds it beneficial.  

It is so important to me to be 100% non-shaming, so I have found ways to still encourage and 

advance musical abilities and interests in such cases (and have even had some very unique results in 

such cases! including a girl who wouldn’t practice for almost a year, but I didn’t give up on her - so we 

wrote songs together in her lessons and did other music exercises, and later she became an amazing 

pianist but preferred learning by ear, i.e. without books or help, playing very advanced piano songs from 

movies like Twilight and other advanced contemporary Japanese piano songs …she later released an 

original album on iTunes and is now at NYU for music business, and climbing the charts with her original 

songs… another is a boy who hated lesson books and rarely practiced, and we too spent a year 

composing together primarily, with hit or miss slow progress at moving forward on lesson book songs, 

but he became a practicing fanatic once I let him study all Ben Folds songs… he eventually ended up at 

Interlochen High School for piano performance, and continues to play for fun and love to this day )    

And of course, I have also had great success with traditional approaches as well, and have had 

students who love to sight-read classical songs, and make consistent progress in method books, and 

perform cleanly and passionately.   The only similarity in all of these cases, is that the progress was 

student-driven.   And the most important thing to me, in all of these cases, is that each of them felt that 

their lessons were “theirs” – not something they had to do for me, but something they loved, because 

they had grown to love music so much, and specifically piano   That is my favorite quality to pass on! 

 

TIMING 

 If I am running late due to spending a little extra time with a student, I will do one of two things: 

a) will stay extra with every student (for the full length of the lesson), making the whole schedule a little 

late all night or b) will stop a few minutes early with one student (if it works out to do so from a teaching 

standpoint, or if your child is one of the students I stayed extra with in a previous week ) but I will make 

note of this and adjust the time in a future lesson.  This involves trust of course – so please know that in 

an effort for you to never feel taken advantage of, I will likely always err on the side of providing you a 

little extra time overall rather than not enough  (so the rare cases I end a few minutes early to “catch 

back up” would ALWAYS been made up in the long run). 



Also, in the case that I am teaching in your home -  please have your child ready for your lesson 

when I arrive, as the only way for me to teach out of people’s homes is to keep a very regular schedule.  

This is hard enough for me to do with my natural enthusiasm for music (causing me to stay a little extra 

at lessons from time to time), and also with my interest in saying hello and chatting with my beloved 

piano families either before or after the lesson   There is usually time for a minute or two of hellos and 

check-ins, but please call or email outside of the lesson if you have any more specific or extensive 

questions, I will be happy to answer them in detail once I am not on the clock! (email is best for this 

purpose, as I tend to teach/work 2nd shift when most people are available to talk – so replies often 

happen early afternoon, or late at night… but feel free to call if that is your preference, and just know 

that we may play phone tag for a few days).  

  

PERFORMING & RECORDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUR CHILD 

 I have an extensive background as a performer and recording artist, and would love to share this 

experience with my students whenever possible!  However, in my training, I was entered into MANY 

piano competitions, and the experience was not a positive for me overall and it took a long time to find 

authentic comfort and confidence as a performer (late into my 20s).  I associated piano with great 

stress, and it took a long time for me to learn that there are many right ways to play piano, and that 

judges were not always right and that sometimes my instincts were worth trusting (for example, I liked 

playing Bach and Beethoven more expressively than some judges preferred, saying that is not 

appropriate for the style… later I found many other people who disagreed with them and preferred my 

way, but as a kid, I just internalized the information that my instincts and musicality were “wrong” and 

tried constantly to fix it to make it “right”, which took most of the joy and musicality out of it for me, 

and also made me constantly doubt my instincts…which sadly, rippled into other areas of my life).   

So while I think having concrete goals and performing opportunities are wonderful things, I try 

to find situations where a child is encouraged more than they’re assessed.  This is not right for everyone, 

as some people love constant challenges and even thrive on being told they’re not good enough (it 

pushes them to improve!)  So please let me know if you would like me to seek out more performing 

opportunities for your child, I will try my best to do so; however I will not take it personally if you decide 

to go with a teacher who is part of the competition circuit.  My main goal is to create great musicians, 

who love to share and participate in music, and feel a deep connection to it – and once a year, I love to 

have a judgement-free and low-stress fun recital, where we share our favorite songs of that year with 

each other.  This pacing and dynamic seems to work great for most kids – as most of the year can be 

spent in developing new skills and learning lots of new songs (fall/winter), or having “fun” piano 

(pop/rock/songwriting, aka in the summer and intermingled with regular school year lessons), and then 

in the spring we spend a month or two polishing a few favorite pieces really well and sharing them with 

others.   

Additionally, I highly encourage my students to sign up for talent shows at school, or perform at 

open mics, record videos for their family and friends, play songs for their neighbors or at holiday parties 



(including at my yearly holiday sing-along!), or even record their own CDs (with my help if requested ).  

All of this is pretty effortless and fun, if they keep a “repertoire list” (in the back of their notebook) – and 

regularly play old songs for fun and to warm-up (so never feel you need to discourage this in their 

practice – unless you sense they’re ONLY playing old songs ).  I find that there are many exciting ways 

to set encouraging goals, where the only person they are competing with is themselves.  It is crucial to 

me that music training, and my presence in their lives, is always compatible with building self-esteem 

and a positive sense of self.  I work very hard to make sure there is at least some joy in the daunting and 

time-consuming task of learning to play piano well! 

 

TERMINATING LESSONS 

 By the family:  I ask that you please give 30-days notice if you decide you would like to end piano 

lessons with me.  This is for two reasons.  One, it gives me time to find another student to take your 

place (sometimes I have waiting lists, but even in these cases it can be hard to juggle the schedule to 

work for them).  Two, I think it is very important to have closure with each student who decides formal 

piano lessons are not for them (… or in the rare case where someone wants to change to another 

teacher, which in my 60+ students has only happened once, because the parents wanted someone who 

would be more strict with the children about practice requirements ).  In the final month of lessons, I 

can help them focus on how much they’ve learned, review old favorite songs so they can feel like they 

came away having accomplished something cool, and more.   

Sometimes I can even break through whatever is blocking their practice or interest, and in a few 

cases, students decided not to quit and we simply realized together that they were afraid to tell me they 

really would prefer a totally different approach.  Some kids are so used to respecting authority (which is 

great!) that they don’t believe me when I tell them to speak up about any struggles they are having with 

piano – including motivation to practice.  

 There are so many different ways to inspire kids, and so many different things people find 

inspiring, and everyone is unique – often I can figure it out without being told directly, but sometimes I 

can’t, and it ends up with almost quitting followed by an important heart-to-heart, followed by an all-

new “pop music only” phase, which can lead to all types of increased musical understanding (and I’m 

especially skilled at teaching secret music theory inside of “fun songs”, so just because their songs sound 

cool, doesn’t mean they aren’t learning, FYI  Sometimes they’re actually learning MORE! Pop music is 

a great way to teach keys and chord progressions and even scales and inversions, and some students 

come out of a phase like that with a better understanding of how piano fits together overall). 

 By the teacher:  While I reserve the right to terminate lessons for the same reason, I have never 

done it.  As I’ve said, I am more than happy to try many approaches and have never given up on a child 

who wants to take lessons.  However, one reason I would have to consider terminating lessons is for too 

many cancellations affecting their progress.  In such a case, I would let you know that this is becoming a 

hindrance to their progress and interest in lessons, and ask if you would consider swapping permanently 

to a less conflicting time, or find some other way to prioritize your standing piano appointment.  If that 



is impossible, and yet you are able to pay for lessons despite cancellations, I will most likely continue to 

try to make it work, as I’ve simply had so many cases turn around after perceived disinterest and 

schedule conflicts.  So as long as a student is interested in studying with me, and as long as parents are 

able to afford to have me as their teacher, I am usually willing to do whatever it takes to help your child 

make musical progress in some way! 

 

MY LIFE AS A PROFESSIONAL PERFORMER AND SONGWRITER (how it might affect you ) 

 I am grateful to say I have led a very full life musically speaking.  It has included being flown to 

NYC and Florida multiple times for awards ceremonies, staged readings, galas, and performances.  

Currently my life is quite contained, and most of my performing opportunities fall on weekends.  

However I have had offers in the past few years to do some pretty exciting things (score a film in 

Venezuela, for which I would be flown there for a week; fly to London for a week or so to work on the 

West End (i.e. London’s Broadway) – creating a stage adaptation of the movie musical I wrote songs for 

in 2008; a song of mine was almost used in a Super Bowl Chrysler commercial, for which I may have 

needed to fly to NYC for a weekend or a little longer; there was a gala in Miami for the film and later an 

experimental play with music that I wrote a score for in Cocoa Beach FL, both situations needed me 

there for 3-5 days, etc).   

When I am in charge of my schedule, which is almost always the case ( i.e. booking my own 

mini-tours or weekend shows in Chicago, Minneapolis, Grand Rapids, or other places in Michigan, even 

summer festivals), I will always prioritize working around my students and regular schedule, because I 

value consistency and your financial support of me as a musician, and because I know that consistency is 

great for your kids.  However part of why I want to freelance is because I want to find families who 

support my growth as a musician in the professional arena, and who consider that to be valuable 

experience for their child - to be working with someone who remains active in the industry.  So in the 

case where something cool falls in my lap with only a few weeks’ notice (i.e. Venezuela or London, both 

of which are still in the air, or if a prestigious summer festival needs me on a Thursday-Sunday), I would 

appreciate your support in rescheduling our lessons for that time (likely never missing more than one 

lesson, except in extremely rare cases).   

We would do it on a case-by-case basis, but in many cases I would put the choice in your lap.  

Either a) we skip the lesson(s) and resume both lessons and payment when I return, or b) we try to 

schedule makeup lessons before and/or after my absence.  The ideal scenario is that most everyone in 

my studio will be supportive and flexible and willing to take option b) (rescheduling around the cool 

professional opportunity), so that I am able to afford to do such professional gigs without losing too 

much income or without students losing their time with me.  This has worked well in Chicago in the past, 

by doing an extra longer 1-hour lesson before my absence if it fits in my schedule, or rather having a 

week with two lessons (i.e. for instance, before I leave, adding a weekend lesson in addition to your 

regular weekday time) so that during my absence they have a lot of new songs and information to work 

on.   



Because these are such rare cases, I have no firm policy on this, but just want to be up front 

about my intentions and know that every family I work with is on board with this.  Of course, if I 

suddenly become super famous and in demand, I’d be more than happy to discuss how this would affect 

lessons going forward, and would welcome a conversation about it at any time (theoretical or actual)    

But FYI in my genre of music (mellow atmospheric piano-based indie), most artists I know tour very 

infrequently – never more than once every couple of years – for a few months at a time, and never end 

up as the stereotypical version of “super famous.”   So I am not aiming towards a life of 9 months on 

the road a year!  Success for me would be increased album sales, translating to more people hearing 

about my music, which would technically lead to “touring” each new album a little more broadly – but I 

am hoping to remain fairly in control of the process, and many people like me but further along on the 

“success” path opt for seasonal mini-tours at most (usually only a couple weeks at a time, a couple times 

a year).  So even in an extreme case of success like that, you would likely be minimally affected (as I’d of 

course waive payments and the need for makeup lessons as needed in a case of a 2 or 3 week tour for 

instance), and you’d benefit by having a cool indie musician as your child’s piano teacher   All of this is 

of course highly theoretical, so in the meantime please expect a very regular year-round lesson 

schedule! 

 

FINALLY… 

 Thank you so much for reading all this information about me and my approach to teaching and 

music in general.  I am very excited to begin lessons with your child!  I know it is the beginning of a great 

adventure together.  Please let me know at any time if there is anything you need from me, or any 

questions you have.  I can be reached at jessicafogle@hotmail.com or 616-843-3251.  I will always try to 

respond within 24 hours, however if it is an emergency or cancellation related, please also leave the 

related information in a voicemail, text or email.   

 I am always thrilled to start with a new student, and begin to learn about their interests and 

learning style.  It is truly one of my great joys in life.  People often ask me “isn’t it torture listening to 

little kid songs all day?” (kids themselves have asked me this - after hearing the advanced songs I can 

play, they wonder how I can be so enthusiastic listening to their songs )  And the answer TRULY is that 

I love it.  I love music so much, that every song, no matter how simple, is interesting to me – and I’m 

able to find things to both applaud and encourage, and things to help them improve upon (in the 

gentlest way possible!), whether it’s rhythm or expression or the most obvious one, notes.  My goal in 

life as a teacher is to help EVERY student get to the place where they feel like playing piano is “theirs” – 

not an assignment they have to do for me, but something where they’re really connected with a 

particular song or style of music, and they are getting feedback from people about how cool or fun or 

beautiful it is (everyone is different in terms of what type of music they connect with - my brother loved 

faster, flashier songs and found great joy and excitement in those, whereas I loved slower ones and 

playing very expressively, even though we both could play both types well).   

mailto:jessicafogle@hotmail.com


 Now that you have made your way through this info packet, please sign and return the contract 

on the last page to me (ideally at your first lesson – otherwise the 2nd is fine).  Please keep the rest of it 

for your records, so that you will have my contact info and policies handy in the future.  Thank you! 

Sincerely,   

Jessica Fogle 

Please sign and return this page  

 

I, _______________________________________,  have read the “Jessica in The Rainbow PIANO 

STUDIO: Fun Facts and Info Packet” (version updated June 2016) and agree to follow the policies 

stated. 

 

 

 

______________________________       ________________________________    _______________ 

Parent/Guardian signature                        Student signature (for HS students)            Date 


